
Track running down the southwest side of ridge line, “#7 Feed Station” is barely visible at center 

About Our Paddock Paradise 
Jaime & Jill  

     Here’s a little photo essay of our new Paddock Paradise we’d like to share with our fellow 

AANHCP practitioners. It’s only a month old, and although still a work very much in progress — 

its proven to be very successful. A new electric cart is playing an important role in our horses’ Pad-

dock Paradise, which you’ll see in action here. We’ve added a hay crib to the cart, into which hay is 

loaded for dispersing around the “track” running along the perimeter of the pasture, fenced in with 
electric tape activated by a solar charger. The hay cart doubles for carrying maintenance tools 

around the track. Jill and I decided just a few days ago that it is also going to be used for carrying 
chairs, table, umbrella and cooler for wine and picnics in the upper pasture, where we can watch 

the horses and enjoy the great views across the coastal mountains, the ocean breezes, and fog! So 
far, the horses seem to accept the changes Paddock Paradise has brought to their lives. And they 

clearly have benefitted from it too.  Updates, and the whole story will be included in the forthcom-

ing NHC Quarterly Journal.                                                                                                              

                                                     Jaime 
                              

January, 2012 
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The track is a half mile long around the upper pasture, with seven feed stations positioned at in-
tervals that include 4 feeding units per station with slow feeder bags. Down below is another 
quarter mile run where they get water. The horses must climb and descend a steep gravelly hill to 
go between the fields. Can’t tell from drawing, but the track/field is not flat anywhere, but a 
bumpy affair everywhere, and a 400 foot rise from front to back with hills in between. Within the 
track, the horses established paths going from station to station. The track from stations #2 to 
#3 is quite steep and rough in places, but the horses have establish 3 parallel paths. At first, the 
electric cart could not move along this stretch of the track, but the paths have become so well 
worn (within a week!) that we are now able to chug along “on track” with the horses. Alterna-
tively, we can take the old ranch road to get to any stations fairly directly. Each station has its own 
gate for easy access from the inner field. Now that we know what we are doing, a team of two 
could complete the whole set-up in less than a day. 
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     (Right) At first, everything was done with our push 
cart, lots of good exercise, but which got old pretty 
quick moving along the half mile track over pretty steep 
and rough ground everyday.  But, from the beginning, 
we wanted to keep things as quiet, low key, and natural 
as possible in our Paddock Paradise. But hay/tools are 
heavy. What were we to do? 
     (Middle, left/right) Going online, we discovered and 
purchased an electric cart made by a Japanese company. 
We then took the push cart’s barrow, and tied it to the 
electric cart (with baling twine) into which went the hay 
and tools for putting together our Paddock Paradise. It 
was an immediate relief! But, alas, the barrow’s size and 
instability when loaded soon became an issue. Now 
what? 
     (Bottom) The heart of the cart’s central nervous sys-
tem — the electric controls. The battery is tucked under 
the deck, and easily removed to be charged (there’s no 
power where our Paddock Paradise is — a mile from the 
area's power grid. Look at the payload on the steering 
column — 440 lbs! 



(Above,) A wind whipped Jaime is trying to reason with Jill to do things his way.  (Below) While Jaime is getting nowhere 
fast, the horses notice and raid the electric cart with Chance grabbing and dumping out the contents of Jaime’s tool box. 



Ignoring Jaime, Jill goes to setting t-post for  “#6 
Feed Station” on north slope 

PVC “feeder” with eye-bolt slides over t-post 

12 year old Chakra dines at completed feeder. Contrary to 
what some might think, the horses pluck the hay out without 
problems, even with the bag hanging loosely and unsecured 
below.  

The eye bolt passes through the 2 inch Schedule 40 PVC 
with cap (not glued on). The bolt rests on the head of the 
t-post, allowing post to swivel and prevent excessive ten-
sion on the assembly if the horses get too eager — and 
they can at times! Drawstring on hay bag passes through 
eyebolt and is secured by a carbineer clip. Works perfect! 



(Above) Jaime then designed and built a wooden hay crib, and added it to the deck of the electric cart. It was secured to the 
cart’s expandable side rails with u-bolts. A recycling bin used for stuffing hay was hung from the rear of hay crib.  
(Below) Both upper sides of the hay crib fold down on hinges for easier loading and removing of hay flakes and tools. 



(Above) Hay stuffing bin has four PVC nipples for securing hay net when being stuffed with 
one flake of hay.  
(Below) With night coming on, and temperatures getting ready to drop into the 30s, Jill is busy 
filling hay nets at Feed station #6. I’m now thinking of adding “headlights” to the front of the 
crib for “night feeding” after a long day and not enough time in it.  



(Above) View to the southeast. Hay nets slung from eye bolts in Feed station #6. This system has eliminated virtu-
ally all hay waste typical of ground feeding. The electric cart travels to each feed station, where hay is placed into 
the empty nets. We can cover all 7 stations in 40-50 minutes.  
 

(Below) Studying (5 year old) Chance’s feeding behavior. My first reaction to seeing the hay bags in action was 
“No way — they’ll be here a week trying to get it through the webbing, and starve in the process.” But after a min-
ute of watching Chance exercise his prehensile lips and plucking out whatever he wants, I became a believer. Some 
of our clients with land have come to see and are now setting up similar feed stations modeled after ours.   



(Above) Within weeks of going on track, the hooves began to stabilize with little or no lengthening of H°TL, but 
showing considerable build-up of epidermal callous along the active wear sites. A quick measurement of Chance’s 
front feet, however, showed a reduction in H°TL from just over 3 in (7.6 cm) to just over 2¾ in (6.9 cm), but with no 
change in the relative concavity of wall-to-sole at the white line junction. The water line became very distinct and 
protruding, but much wider than in its pre-track life. As you can see here, the frog has desiccated and blended with 
the buttresses, and the heel-bulbs are at or near ground level during support. All hooves, black and white, have ab-
sorbed dirt into their outer walls, probably assimilated with newly laid perioplic epidermis, and now all appear dark.  
 

(Below) Same hoof as above, in profile. Constant grinding in the gravelly soil appears to be stimulating changes in 
the foot’s growth rate. I believe epidermis is entering the “callous carpet” I wrote about in the American Farriers 
Journal years ago. This is to say, that the Supercorium may be capable of regulating growth production entering into 
the “carpet” (solar dome and in the wall’s active wear sites) relative to environmental pressure — at least in some 
measure. Clearly, this would been worked out in the animal’s DNA by natural selection 1.4 million years ago, and so 
must be a process regulated by the autonomic nervous system. In summary, I’m thinking of ways to step up this type 
of pressure in the tracking system, so as to drive the feet completely into a perpetual state of biodynamic balance.  



A Paddock Paradise question to contemplate! 
 
Biologists have classified horses as “grazers” — grass eaters principally — as opposed to browsers, 
i.e., foragers who partake mainly above the “grass line”. Some have suggested that feeding hay 
above the grass line as we are doing in the hay nets will cause digestive problems because we are 
feeding them as browsers rather than grazers. 
 
Do you agree?  
 
Here’s the way we see it. Horses that I’ve observed in the wild behave as much like browsers as 
they do grazers. Maybe more so. This surprised me at first. They work many types of plant life 
(including trees!), not just grass and only at ground level. What little evidence we have is that while 
bunch grasses are an important part of their diet, those grasses are not “low lying” like the unnatu-
ral green grass “founder trap” pastures we see back in civilization. The wild ones nibble at them 
“high” and “low”.  
 
But in terms of diversity in numbers, grasses are probably less than ten percent of the flora species 
they eat. They eat lots of other things in the wild. But not being a Great Basin botanist, I declined 
to not over step my expertise and misrepresent their natural diets to my readers. That research hasn’t 
been done to date.  
 
The fact is, those long necks enable them to reach the ground and higher up (like giraffes) to get 
things they need above too. Which is to say, they eat high and low. That’s what they do, that’s what 
I observed, and one need not be a botanist to appreciate it.  
 
I think I would re-classify horses as “vegetarians”, and then dispense with the misguided grazer la-
bel they’ve been stuck with. I wrote as much in Paddock Paradise (do you recall which page?). Biolo-
gists and botanists (and other scientists) need to enter wild horse country and set the record 
straight. As I have attempted to do at the hoof! 
 
But, it is interesting to observe, as Jill and I have seen from the beginning, that as those hay bags 
begin to empty, they descend lower and lower with each bite. Soon they are plucking at ground 
level. Which is to say, our feed stations are affording a range of browsing and grazing opportuni-
ties. What else could we dangle on those feeders for them to get at? 
 
Then again, we notice that our horses are also grazing and browsing on many things along their 
paths, which open into the brushy areas along the outer perimeter, mostly where there is little or no 
grass. We notice too that as the upper pasture greens in from recent rains, that grass lies outside 
their reach — safely so we believe. 
 
We are learning a lot with opened eyes and minds here in our Paddock Paradise, as we suspected 
would happen. But it is fun, and joining our equine friends out on track at the end of each day is 
truly a treat. Speaking of which, that’s when we bring them other natural goodies — bits of carrot, 
apples, and other veggies! 
 
                                                                                       Jaime 



As night falls upon our Paddock 
Paradise, wildlife including bear, 
mountain lions, bobcats, deer, rab-
bits, ground squirrels, owls, and 
more, begin to stir nearby await-
ing our departure. It is their feed-
ing and hunting time, as prey and 
predator come together, and Jill 
and I make haste to leave so as not 
to disturb nor interfere. The 
mountains surrounding this spot 
are surprisingly wild, and are vir-
tually uninhabited by people to the 
south and west of us. It is largely 
federal land, eight square miles 
stretching to the nearby ocean, 
most of it closed to the public.  


